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The unexpected absence of unambiguous signals of New Physics at the TeV scale at
the Large Hadron Collider puts today flavour physics at the forefront. In particular rare
decays of b-hadrons represent a unique probe to challenge the Standard Model paradigm
and test models of New Physics at a scale much higher than that accessible by direct
searches. This article reviews the status of the field.
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1. Introduction
With the discovery at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) of the Higgs boson1,2 the
last missing particle for the experimental validation of the Standard Model (SM)
has been found. An additional and very important LHC result is that a large new
high-scale territory has been explored and no unambiguous signal of New Physics
(NP) has been found.
These results indicate that there might be NP with a direct and sizeable coupling
to SM particles only at very high masses, unaccessible by direct searches at present
colliders, but in principle accessible by precision measurements. Another possibility
is that new particles are below the electro-weak (EW) scale and couple very weakly
with the SM world and so far escaped detection.
Flavour changing neutral current (FCNC) b-hadron decays are forbidden at the
tree level and can therefore only proceed via loop topologies. New physics models,
instead, can introduce additional couplings to new heavy mediators at both tree and
loop level and these couplings could modify the values of the branching fractions
and/or angular observables with respect to the SM predictions. Hence FCNC decays
of b-hadrons are a powerful probe of physics beyond the SM that can be at a scale
much higher than that currently accessible by direct searches.
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In the recent years a wealth of experimental data on rare b-hadron decays has
been accumulated by the LHCb, ATLAS and CMS experiments at the LHC, and the
measurements of the branching fractions and angular observables are challenging
the CKM picture with unprecendented sensitivity.
Interesting hints of deviations from the SM predictions have emerged from the
analysis of rare decays mediated by b → s`+`− transitions. They are related to
measurements of branching fractions,3–6 ratios of branching fractions,7,8 and angu-
lar distributions.9,10 These anomalies, together with the observed deviations from
τ/µ (and τ/e) universality in b→ c`ν charged currents,11–17 have triggered several
theoretical speculations about possible NP interpretations.18–39
This paper reviews the state-of-the-art of the search for NP in FCNC b−hadron
decays mostly at the LHC experiments. The review is organized as follows: in Sec-
tion 2 a brief summary of the theoretical framework for rare b−hadron decays is pre-
sented; recent results on leptonic and semi-leptonic decays mediated by b→ s`+`−
transitionsa are presented in Section 3 and Section 4, respectively. Searches for new
very-weakly coupled light particles possibly produced in b−meson decays are dis-
cussed in Section 5. Some conclusions are drawn in Section 6 along with an outlook
for the results expected in the coming years.
All the results presented in this document, except for the update of the measure-
ment of the branching fractions of the B0s → µ+µ− and B0 → µ+µ− decays, are
based on datasets collected by the LHCb, ATLAS and CMS experiments, during
Run 1 (2010-2012). The Run 1 datasets consist of ∼3 fb−1, ∼20 fb−1 and ∼20−1
of integrated luminosity collected at LHCb, ATLAS and CMS experiments, respec-
tively, with proton-proton (pp) collisions at a centre-of-mass energy of
√
s = 7 TeV
and 8 TeV.
LHCb has recently updated the analysis of the B0s → µ+µ− and B0 → µ+µ−
rare decays40 by adding to the Run 1 dataset ∼ 1.4 fb−1 of integrated luminosity
collected in the current run (Run2, 2015-2018) at
√
s = 13 TeV.
To date the LHCb and ATLAS/CMS experiments have collected ∼ 4 fb−1 and
∼ 100 fb−1 at √s = 13 TeV, respectively, which correspond to an increase in the
b−hadron production yield by at least a factor of ∼ 2 (LHCb) and ∼ 8 (ATLAS
and CMS each) with respect to that collected in Run 1, once the increase of the bb
production cross section with the pp collisions centre-of-mass energy is taken into
account.
2. Theory framework
If the SM is a low-energy effective theory of a more fundamental theory valid at
higher energy scales, the effective Hamiltonian can be described by the sum of local
operators Oi with different Lorentz structure, multiplied by their Wilson coefficients
aThe inclusion of charge-conjugate processes is implied throughout.
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Ci, all evaluated at a renormalization scale µ:
Heff = −4GF√
2
VtbV
∗
tq
e2
16pi2
∑
i
(CiQi + C
′
iQ
′
i) + h.c. (1)
where GF is the Fermi constant and VtbVtq (q = d, s, b) are CKM matrix ele-
ments.
Among the dimension-six operators contributing to these transitions, the oper-
ators most sensitive to new physics contributions are:
Q
q(′)
7 =
mb
e (qσµνPR(L)b)F
µν Q
q(′)
8 =
mb
e (qσµνPR(L)T
ab)Gaµν
Q
q(′)
7 =
mb
e (qσµνPR(L)b)F
µν Q
q(′)
8 =
mb
e (qσµνPR(L)T
ab)Gaµν
Q
q(′)
9 = (qγµPL(R)b)(lγ
µl) Q
q(′)
10 = (qγµPL(R)b)(lγ
µγ5l)
Q
q(′)
S = (qPL(R)b)(ll) Q
q(′)
P = (qPL(R)b)(lγ5l)
QqL(R) = (qγµPL(R)b)(νγ
µPLν).
Here the primes indicate operators that have quark chirality opposite to the SM
one, PL,R denote left and right-hand chirality projections and F
µν and Gaµν are
the electromagnetic and chromomagnetic field strength tensors, respectively. The
electromagnetic and chromomagnetic dipole operators Q
(′)
7 and Q
(′)
8 contribute to
radiative and semileptonic decays. The semileptonic operators Q
(′)
10,S,P contribute
to leptonic and semileptonic decays, the operators Q
(′)
9 only to semileptonic decays,
and the operators QL,R to decays with neutrinos in the final state.
NP contributions from heavy particles can either modify the Wilson coefficients
of SM operators and/or generate new operators not present in the SM.
3. Leptonic decays
Leptonic decays B0(s) → `+`− with ` = e, µ, τ are among the most important indirect
probes of NP at the LHC, as they are strongly suppressed in the SM, very sensitive
to NP effects, and theoretically very clean.
These decays are extremely rare in the SM because they are not only loop and
CKM suppressed but also helicity suppressed as the two spin-1/2 leptons originate
from a pseudo-scalar B meson. The branching fractions of these decays can be
written as:
BR(B0(s) → `+`−)SM = τB0(s)
G2Fα
2
em
16pi2
f2B0
(s)
m2`mB0(s)
√√√√1− 4m2`
m2
B0
(s)
|VtbV ∗tq|2|CSM10 |2 ,
(2)
where fB0
(s)
is the B0(s) meson decay constant, m` and mB0(s) are the masses of the
lepton and the B meson, respectively, and |VtbV ∗tq| are the relevant CKM matrix
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elements. The SM branching fractions only depend on the Wilson coefficient C10,
whose contribution is suppressed (due to helicity suppression) by m2`/m
2
B0
(s)
. The
smallness of the electron and muon masses renders the branching fractions of the
B0(s) → e+e− and B0(s) → µ+µ− decay modes more strongly helicity suppressed
than that of the B0(s) → τ+τ− modes.
Even if rare, these branching fractions are extremely well predicted: in fact,
accounting for NLO electroweak corrections41 and NNLO QCD corrections42,43 to
C10, the total uncertainty is ∼ 10%, shared almost evenly between the knowledge of
the B0 and B0s meson decay constants from lattice QCD,
44–46 and the CKM matrix
elements. The current theory predictions:
BR(B0s → e+e−)SM = (8.24± 0.36)× 10−14
BR(B0 → e+e−)SM = (2.63± 0.32)× 10−15, (3)
BR(B0s → µ+µ−)SM = (3.52± 0.15)× 10−9
BR(B0 → µ+µ−)SM = (1.12± 0.12)× 10−10, (4)
BR(B0s → τ+τ−)SM = (7.46± 0.30)× 10−7
BR(B0 → τ+τ−)SM = (2.35± 0.24)× 10−8. (5)
are taken from Ref. 47 and the notation BR denotes the time-integrated branch-
ing fractions measured by the experiments, which for the B0s decays, is different from
the prompt one (Eq. 2) due to the not negligible lifetime difference between the B0s
heavy and the light mass eigenstates, ∆Γ = (0.082± 0.007) ps−1.40
The relation between the time-integrated branching fraction and the prompt one
is given by:
BR(B0s → `+`−) =
[
1 +A`+`−∆Γ ys
1− y2s
]
BR(B0s → `+`−) (6)
where ys = ∆Γs/2Γs = 0.062 ± 0.00648,49 and A∆Γ is the mass eigenstates
rate asymmetry, defined as A∆Γ = −2R(λ)/(1 + |λ|2), with λ = (q/p)(A(Bs →
µ+µ−)/A(B0s → µ+µ−)). The complex coefficients p and q define the mass eigen-
states of the B0s − B
0
s system in terms of the flavour eigenstates, and A(B
0
s →
µ+µ−)(A(B
0
s → µ+µ−)) is the B0s (Bs) decay amplitude. A∆Γ = 1 in the SM.
NP contributions arising from scalar or pseudo-scalar operators could lift the
helicity suppression possibly enhancing the value of the branching fractions. Hence
these modes are particularly sensitive to models with an extended Higgs sector, as
in a minimal supersymmetric extension of the SM with two Higgs doublets50,51 or
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in supersymmetric models with non-universal Higgs masses.52 Even in the absence
of scalar or pseudoscalar operators, the rare decays B0s → `+`− provide strong
constraints on models predicting NP contributions in C10 or a non-zero C
′
10, that
contribute also to semi-leptonic b → q`+`− transitions. These operators can re-
ceive contributions from an effective flavour-changing Z couplings and/or by the
exchange of a new heavy neutral vector boson Z ′53 or various types of scalar or
vector leptoquarks.54
In the SM, only the heavy state decays to µ+µ− but this condition does not
necessarily hold in NP scenarios.55 The contributions from the two states can be
disentangled by measuring the B0s → µ+µ− effective lifetime which, in the search
for physics beyond the SM, is a complementary probe to the branching fraction
measurement.
The huge b quark production at the LHC allowed the LHCb experiment to reach
the first evidence56 for the decay B0s → µ+µ− in 2012 and then the LHCb57 and
CMS58 collaborations to observe this mode separately in 2013, based on the full
data sets collected in Run 1. A subsequent joint analysis59 performed by LHCb
and CMS boosted the observation of the B0s → µ+µ− mode with a statistical
significance of 6.2 standard deviations (σ) and showed an intriguing 3.0σ evidence
for the BR(B0 → µ+µ−) mode. The two central values were compatible with the
SM predictions at 1.2σ and 2.2σ level for the B0s → µ+µ− and B0 → µ+µ−
modes, respectively. The ATLAS collaboration has also searched for the Bs → µ+µ−
mode60 obtaining a BR(B0s → µ+µ−) = (0.9+1.1−0.8)× 10−9.
In 2017 the LHCb collaboration presented a new result based on the full Run
1 data set and 1.4 fb−1 of pp collisions collected at a
√
s = 13 TeV in Run 2.57
The B0s → µ+µ− decay mode has been observed with a statistical significance of
7.8σ and represents the first single-experiment observation of the decay, with the
branching fraction value of BR(B0s → µ+µ−) = (3.0 ± 0.6(stat)+0.3−0.2(syst)) × 10−9.
The enhancement of the B0 → µ+µ− branching fraction with respect to the SM
predictions59 has not been confirmed and an upper limit has been set, BR(B0 →
µ+µ−) < 4.2× 10−10 at 95% confidence level (CL).
LHCb also performed the first measurement of the effective lifetime,40 via the
fit of the decay time distribution of the untagged sample:
τ(B0s → µ+µ−) = 2.04± 0.44± 0.05 ps (7)
albeit the measurement has still large uncertainties that do not allow to contrain
significantly A∆Γ.
The current experimental results on theBR(B0s → µ+µ−) andBR(B0 → µ+µ−)
from the LHC experiments:
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BR(B0s → µ+µ−)CMS = (3.0+1.0−0.9)× 10−9, (8)
BR(B0s → µ+µ−)LHCb 2017 = (3.0± 0.6+0.3−0.2)× 10−9, (9)
BR(B0s → µ+µ−)ATLAS = (0.9+1.1−0.8)× 10−9 (10)
are summarized in Fig. 1. They are all in good agreement with the SM predictions
(Eq. 4).
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Fig. 1. Lines of constant likelihood at 1, 2, and 3 σ ((−2∆ lnL = 2.30, 6.18, 11.83) for the three
measurements at LHC experiments.40,58,60 The SM predictions with 1 σ uncertainty is also shown.
The search for the tauonic modes B0 → τ+τ− and B0s → τ+τ− is today of
great interest in view of the recent hints of lepton flavor non-universality, as will be
discussed in Section 4.3. Possible explanations for these deviations include lepto-
quarks,27,61 W
′
/Z
′
bosons62 and two-Higgs-doublet models27,63 that could also
enhance the BR(B0(s) → τ+τ−) by several orders of magnitude.64–66
While the branching fractions of the B0s → τ+τ− and B0 → τ+τ− decay modes
are larger than those with electrons or muons in the final state due to the reduced
helicity suppression, the experimental search for these modes is complicated by the
presence of at least two undetected neutrinos, originating from the decay of the τ
leptons. The BaBar collaboration has searched for the B0 → τ+τ− mode67 and
published an upper limit BR(B0 → τ+τ−) < 4.1 × 10−3 at 90% CL, while no
experimental results were available for the Bs → τ+τ− mode before the LHC era.
The LHCb collaboration has searched for these decay modes68 using the Run 1
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data set and reconstructing the τ leptons through the decay τ → pipipiντ , which
proceeds predominantly through the decay chain τ → a1(1260)ντ , a1(1260) →
ρ(770)pi. Assuming no contribution from B0 → τ+τ− decays, the first upper limit
is set on the Bs → τ+τ− decay mode, BR(Bs → τ+τ−) < 5.2 × 10−3 at 90% CL.
The analysis was then repeated for the B0 → τ+τ− decay, by changing the signal
model, and an upper limit on the branching fraction BR(B0 → τ+τ−) < 1.6×10−3
at 90% CL is set. This upper limit represents an improvement of a factor 2.6 with
respect to the BaBar result and it is currently the world best upper limit.
LFV decays B0 → e±µ∓ and B0s → e±µ∓ are forbidden in the SM and their
observation would be a clear evidence of NP. Their study is particularly interesting
today in light of lepton non-universality effects discussed in the Section 4.3. The
LHCb experiment has recently updated the results from a search for LFV decays
B0(s) → e±µ∓ using the full Run1 dataset.69 The observed yields are consistent
with the background-only hypothesis and upper limits on the branching fractions are
determined to be BR(B0s → e±µ∓) < 5.4×10−9 and BR(B0 → e±µ∓) < 1.0×10−9
at 90 % CL.
4. Semi-leptonic decays
Semi-leptonic b−decays mediated by neutral currents are based on the b → q`+`−
quark-level transition, where ` = e, µ, τ and q = s, d. Compared to leptonic or
radiative decays, which are only sensitive to effects in Q
(′)
10 or Q
(′)
7 , respectively,
semi-leptonic decays provide important insight into the SM structure as they are
sensitive to NP contributions to the operators Q
(′)
7 , Q
(′)
9 and Q
(′)
10 through a diverse
and broad set of observables, as branching fractions, ratios of branching fractions
and angular distributions.
Unfortunately in this case, the hadronic uncertainties are more challenging than
for purely leptonic decay modes as the lepton pair can also originate from a photon
that can enhance the decay rate by orders of magnitude when the dilepton invariant
mass squared q2 is close to the mass of charmonium resonances J/ψ(1S) and ψ(2S).
In addition, exclusive decays B →M`+`− to a meson M require the knowledge of
the B →M form factors in the full kinematic range 4m2` < q2 < (mB −mM )2.
From the experimental point of view these decays are challenging because of
the small branching fraction (o(10−6) for b → s`+`− and o(10−8) for b → d`+`−
transitions) and for the presence of low-pT electrons and muons in the final state,
which are more difficult to reconstruct, in particular in a hadronic environment.
Current data on exclusive decays based on b→ s`+`− transitions seem to show
a coherent pattern of deviations from SM predictions in the values of branching
fractions,3–6 shapes of angular distributions9,10 and in tests of lepton flavour uni-
versality (LFU),7,8 as will be discussed in the following.
Unfortunately, a conclusive statement about possible beyond-SM effects can not
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be drawn for all the decays that are affected by hadronic uncertainties, as these
uncertainties could be the origin of the measured discrepancies.70–75
Ratios of branching fractions involving different lepton flavours76,77 are instead
practically free of hadronic uncertainties and are of particular interest as they can
be used to test the LFU in the SM. The intriguing hints of LFU deviations that
have been recently observed in B semi-leptonic transitions are therefore currently
at the center of a lively discussion within the flavor community.
4.1. Branching fractions
A summary of experimental measurements of the differential branching fractions
for the b → s`+`− quark-mediated processes as B+ → K+`+`−, B0 → K∗`+`−,
Bs → φ`+`−, and Λb → Λ`+`−, as a function of q2 , is provided in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.
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Fig. 2. Differential branching fractions as a function of the di-muon invariant mass squared q2,
for several b→ s`` decay modes measured by the BaBar,78 Belle,79 CDF,80 CMS81 and LHCb3,4
experiments. The point are experimental measurements while the shaded regions are theoretical
predictions. For details see text.
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Fig. 3. Differential branching fractions as a function of the di-muon invariant mass squared q2,
for several b → s`` decay modes measured by CDF81 and LHCb5,6 experiments. The point are
experimental measurements while the shaded regions are theoretical predictions. For details see
text.
The results obtained from BaBar,78 Belle,79 CDF,80 CMS,81 and LHCb,3–6 ex-
periments are now much more precise than the corresponding SM predictions. The
theoretical predictions in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 mostly use LCSR predictions for the
form-factors at large recoil (low q2)b and lattice QCD for those at low recoil (large
q2) c.
In general, the experimental measurements of the branching fractions tend to lie
below the SM expectations across the full q2 range. The discrepancy is largest for
the Bs → φµ+µ− decay in the large recoil region (1 < q2 < 6 GeV2/c4) where the
experimental points are more than 3σ away from the SM predictions. The exception
to this trend is the differential branching fraction of the Λb → Λµ+µ− where, at
least at low recoil, the measured branching fraction is above (but consistent with)
b See, for example, Refs. 82,83,84 for B → P form factors, with P = pseudo-scalar particle, and
Refs. 85,86 for B → V form factors, with V=vector particle.
cSee Ref. 87 for B → P transitions and Refs. 88, 89 for B → V transitions.
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the SM predictions.
4.2. Angular distributions
NP contributions can also modify angular distributions of B → K`+`− (with B =
B+, B0 and K = K+,K
0
) and B0 → K0∗`+`− decays. The angular distribution
of B+ → K+`+`− decays is described only by one angle, θ`, which is the angle
between the flight direction of the `+ and the direction of the B in the di-lepton
rest-frame. The differential decay rate is given by:
d2Γ(B → K`+`−)
d cos θ`dq
2 =
3
4
(1− FH)(1− cos2 θ`) + 1
2
FH +AFB cos θ` (11)
where both FH and the forward-backward asymmetry AFB, depend on q
2. In
SM both FH and AFB are tiny, but in presence of NP can be enhanced. LHCb has
measured FH and AFB in B
+ → K+µ+µ− decays90 and found them consistent
with SM expectations. Recently91 CMS has performed an angular analysis of the
B+ → K+µ+µ− mode based on an integrated luminosity of 20.5 fb−1 collected in
Run 1. They measured values AFB = −0.14+0.07−0.06 ± 0.03 and FH = 0.38+0.17−0.21 ± 0.09
in the q2 range [1, 6.0] GeV2/c4 are both compatible with the SM predictions.
The angular distribution of B0 → K0∗`+`− decays is more involved as it is
defined by two additional angles, the angle θK between the direction of the kaon
and the direction of the B in the K0∗ rest frame and the angle φ between the
decay plane of the two leptons and the K∗ in the rest frame of the Bd. The B0 →
K0∗µ+µ− angular distribution can be described by eight angular observables: FL
(the longitudinal polarization of the K∗), AFB, and six additional observables that
vanish when integrated over φ.47
The current measurements of AFB and FL from BaBar
93 Belle,94 CDF,95 CMS96
and LHCb97 experiments are shown in Fig. 4, along with SM predictions:98,99 they
are consistent with each other and also with the SM predictions, with the larger
tension observed in the BaBar measurement.
ATLAS,100 CMS,101 LHCb9 and Belle10 have also performed a full angular anal-
ysis that is sensitive to the observables that depend on the φ angle. While the large
majority of these additional observables is consistent with the SM expectations,
the LHCb measurement of the P
′
5 variable shows hints of deviations from SM pre-
dictions102 in the q2 region 4 < q2 < 8 GeV2/c4, as shown in Fig. 5. The CMS
measurement of the same variable, however, is in agreement with the expectations.
While the accuracy on the experimental points is currently statistically limited,
and is expected to improve with the increase of the datasets, the theory predictions
suffer for hadronic uncertainties due to non factorisable corrections. The size of those
corrections and the theory methods required to compute them vary strongly with
dFor a discussion about angular conventions see Ref. 92.
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Fig. 4. Fraction of longitudinal polarisation FL of the K
0∗ system, and dilepton system forward-
backward asymmetry AFB measured by the BaBar,
93 Belle,94 CDF,95 CMS91 and LHCb97 col-
laborations in the dimuon mass squared range 1 < q2 < 6 GeV2. The Figure is reproduced from
Ref.47
q2. The main challenge in exclusive b → s`+`− decays at low q2 is represented by
soft gluon corrections to the charm loop, that have been estimated in LCSR103,104
but remain the largest source of uncertainty. There are also studies75 that claim
that no deviation is present once all the theoretical uncertainties are taken into
account.
If the observed discrepancies are due to long-distance charm loop contributions,
these can interfere with short-distance effects of the J/ψ and ψ(2S) resonances
and affect the q2 region far from the pole mass regions. To model properly these
contributions, LHCb has recently performed a study105 of the B+ → K+µ+µ−
decay channel, measuring for the first time the phase difference between the short-
distance and narrow-resonance amplitudes by analysing the dimuon invariant mass
spectrum including the J/ψ and ψ(2S) resonances. The analysis is based on the Run
1 dataset. The long-distance contribution to the B+ → K+µ+µ− decay is modelled
as a sum of relativistic Breit-Wigner amplitudes representing different vector meson
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Fig. 5. Measurements of the P
′
5 observable by LHCb,
9 Belle,10 ATLAS100 and CMS101 as a
function of the di-muon invariant mass squared q2. Theoretical predictions102 are shown a shaded
areas. The regions near to the J/ψ and ψ(2S) resonances are excluded as the amplitude in these
mass regions has large theoretical uncertainty.
resonances decaying to muon pairs, each with their own magnitude and phase.
The measured phases of the J/ψ and ψ(2S) resonances are such that the inter-
ference with the short-distance component in di-muon mass regions far from their
pole masses is small. Unfortunately, the limited dataset does not allow so far to
resolve the four four-fold ambiguity (δJ/ψ|δψ(2S)|0, pi|0, pi). This ambiguity can be
removed with a larger dataset in the future.
Understanding the role of the charm-loops will remain a mandatory task before
physics beyond the SM can be considered the responsible of the angular anomalies
of the B0 → K0∗µ+µ− mode and branching fractions deviations. Progress on this
topic will require from one side to compute charm-loop contributions consistently
using a single approach, and on the other side to constrain hadronic uncertainties
by extracting relevant information with more refined measurements.
4.3. Lepton flavor universality tests
Lepton Flavor Universality (LFU) is not a fundamental symmetry of the SM: it is
accidental in the gauge sector, where the gauge bosons equally couple to the different
lepton flavors. LFU is broken by the Higgs couplings to masses, which are flavor
specific, but they have a negligible effect on the partial widths of the decays. Ratios
of the partial widths which involve different lepton flavors, referred to as R-ratios,
are therefore expected to be unity up to corrections from phase-space differences
due to the different masses of the leptons.
In the recent years several hints of LFU in semileptonic B decays have been
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reported and are currently at the centre of a lively discussion within the flavor
community. The observed LFU violations in B semileptonic decays can be classified
into two categories, following the underlying quark-level transitions:
- τ/µ (and τ/e) LFU violations in b→ c`ν charged currents;
- µ/e LFU universality in b→ s`` neutral currents.
LFU violations in charged currents have been observed in R(D(∗)) = BR(B →
D(∗)τντ/BR(B(∗) → D(∗)`ν`, with ` = e, µ by several experiments.11–17 The
HFLAV average values:106
R(D∗) = 0.304± 0.013± 0.007 (12)
R(D) = = 0.407± 0.039± 0.024. (13)
deviate from the SM predictions, R(D∗) = 0.252 ± 0.003 107 and R(D) = 0.300 ±
0.008 108 by 3.4σ and 2.3σ, respectively. A combined fit which takes properly
into account the correlations between the two measurements gives 4.1 σ deviation
from the SM predictions, with a NP contribution which is about 10% of the SM
amplitude.
LFU violation in neutral currents has been measured in b → s`+`− (with ` =
e, µ) transitions involving ratios of branching fractions such as76,77
RK =
BR(B+ → K+µ+µ−)
BR(B → K+e+e−) (14)
RK∗ =
BR(B0 → K0∗µ+µ−)
BR(B0 → K∗0e+e−) (15)
These ratios are extremely interesting observables as they are very well predicted
in the SM to be RK = RK∗ = 1 in a large range of q
2, with a theoretical uncertainty
of o(1%).109
Measurements of RK performed at e
+e− colliders operating at the Υ(4S) res-
onance show values consistent with unity with a precision of 20-50%.110,111 LHCb
has measured RK with ∼ 3 fb−1 of data collected during Run 1.7 The value of
RK has been measured in the q
2 range 1 < q2 < 6 GeV2/c4 and the result,
RK = 0.745
+0.090
−0.074(stat) ± 0.036(syst), is shown in Fig. 6. This measurement is
consistent with the SM predictions at 2.6σ level.
The q2 range used to perform the measurement is chosen in such a way to exclude
the J/ψ and ψ(2S) resonant regions and the high q2 part above the ψ(2S) which
includes broad charmonium resonances.112 In order to minimize possible sources
of systematic uncertainties, each B+ → K+`+`−, mode is normalized to the cor-
responding resonant mode, B+ → J/ψ(`+`−)K+. The LHCb result is the more
precise measurement of the RK observable so far and its uncertainty is statistically
dominated.
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Fig. 6. Measurements of the ratio RK = BR(B
+ → K+µ+µ−)/BR(B+ → K+e+e−) from
B-factories experiments110,111 and LHCb.7
Recently8 LHCb has also measured the ratio of the branching fractions RK0∗ in
two different q2 ranges, 0.045 < q2 < 1.1 GeV2/c4 and 1.1 < q2 < 1.6 GeV2/c4.
The results:
RK0∗(0.045 < q
2 < 1.1 GeV2/c4) = 0.660+0.110−0.070 ± 0.024 (16)
RK0∗(1.1 < q
2 < 6.0 GeV2/c4) = 0.685+0.113−0.069 ± 0.047 (17)
are shown in Fig. 7 along with previous measurement from BaBar110 and Belle79
collaborations and several theory predictions. The LHCb results, which are the most
precise measurements of RK0∗ to date, are compatible with the Standard Model
expectations at the level of 2.1 − 2.3 and 2.4 − 2.5 standard deviations in the two
q2 regions, respectively.
5. Global fits and New Physics interpretation
As shown in the previous Sections, experimental results on branching fractions,
angular distributions, and ratios of branching fractions show deviations from the
SM predictions. Although individually these results do not show sufficient evidence
for NP yet, the pattern that is emerging is certainly interesting as they are all based
on the same b→ s`+`− quark level transition.
Several correlated analyses of these anomalies have been performed in order to
identify a possible universal NP contribution that could relax the tensions observed
in the fit and provide a coherent description of the data.
All the exclusive FCNC semi-leptonic decays are sensitive to the Wilson coeffi-
cients C
(′)
(7,9,10), while the leptonic decays B
0
(s) → `+`− are only sensitive to C(
′)
10 . The
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Fig. 7. Top: comparison of the LHCb R(K0∗) measurements with the SM theoretical predictions:
BIP109 CDHMV,113–115 EOS,116,117 flav.io99,118,119 and JC.120 The predictions are displaced
horizontally for comparison with the experimental result. Bottom: comparison of the LHCbR(K0∗)
measurements with previous experimental results from BaBar78 and Belle.79 Figure reproduced
from Ref.8
results obtained by different combined fits of C
(′)
7,9,10
98,113,121–123 are in agreement
with each other and point towards a large NP contribution in C9 Wilson coefficient.
This is shown in Table 1 that contains selected results on NP contribution to
C
(′)
7,9,10 from Ref. 113.
The agreement of the results of the fit with respect to different theory inputs
(as for example, Ref. 98 and Ref. 113) show that they are robust against the cho-
sen methodology. Unfortunately the fact that most of the NP contribution can be
accommodated in a non-zero value for CNP9 , prevents from an unambiguous inter-
pretation of the results, as non perturbative charm-loop effects could mimic the
same effect.
A promising method to resolve the origin of the deviation of C9 from SM pre-
dictions is the analysis of its q2 dependence. In fact, a high-energy NP contribution
would hardly generate any q2 dependence of C
(′)
9 while a q
2 dependence is expected
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Table 1. One-parameter fit allowing for NP only in
one of the Wilson coefficients C
(′)
7,9,10. Best fit point, 1σ
range and pull with respect to the SM values are shown
in the second, third and fourth column, respectively.
Coefficient Best Fit 1σ PullSM
CNP7 -0.02 [-0.04,0.00] 1.2
CNP9 -1.09 [-1.29,-0.87] 4.5
CNP10 0.56 [0.32,0.81] 2.5
C
′NP
7 0.02 [-0.01,0.04] 0.6
C
′NP
9 0.46 [0.18,0.74] 1.7
C
′NP
10 -0.25 [-0.44,-0.06] 1.3
CNP9 = C
NP
10 -0.22 [-0.40,-0.02] 1.1
CNP9 = −CNP10 -0.68 [-0.85,-0.50] 4.2
CNP9 = −C
′NP
9 -1.06 [-0.85,-0.50] 4.8
if this deviation is caused by charm-loops effects. The analysis of a possible q2 de-
pendence of CNP9 has been performed with different methods
113,124 and the results
are in agreement with each other, as shown in Fig. 8.
Unfortunately the situation is still not clear due to the large statistical uncer-
tainties of each bin that do not allow to exclude any of the two hypotheses. It is
worth noting that long-distance charm-loop effects in b → s`+`− transitions are
lepton-flavor conserving processes and therefore cannot be the origin of LFU viola-
tion effects observed in the measurement of RK and RK∗ .
The experimental results on RK and RK∗ suggest a possible violation of the
LFU, hence a different NP contributions for C
(′)
9µ and C
(′)
9e . Figure 8 shows the
result of the fit assuming two separate contribution to C
(′)
9µ and C
(′)
9e . The data
suggest NP contribution only associated to the coupling with muons. However it is
puzzling how NP could contribute to the deviation of RK0∗ in the bin q
2 = [1.1, 6]
GeV2/c4. In fact, at low q2 SM contribution is dominated by the dipole operator
associated to the photon pole and NP effects are expected to be highly reduced in
this bin, unless light long-range NP effects are present.125
Different attempts have been tried to explain this coherent set of anomalies in
terms of NP affecting the O9 and O10 operators. NP can contribute at tree level,
via the exchange of a heavy vector-boson Z
′
,62,63,121,126–134 or of a scalar or vector
lepto-quark,23,27,28,61,135–137 or at the loop level via box diagrams including new
particles138–140 or Z
′
penguin diagrams.141
A popular category of Z ′ models relies on gauging Lτ − Lµ lepton num-
ber.63,128,131,142,143 These models are well suited to explain LFU violations in RK
and R∗K given the vanishing coupling to electrons of the Z
′. Moreover, the inclu-
sion of the Z ′ into a SU(2)′ gauge symmetry, allows also to explain the RD and R∗D
anomalies, via a tree-level exchange of a W ′−boson in the b→ c`−ν transitions20,26
If the Z ′ coupling to muons occurs at the loop level, NP contributions responsible
of the b → c`+`− anomalies could possibly also explain the (g − 2)µ anomaly.141
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2 with a single
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113
Models with lepto-quarks that couple leptons to quarks at the tree level intrinsically
violate LFU and are therefore excellent candidates to accommodate LFU violating
measurements as RK , RK∗ and R
(∗)
D .
23,27,61,135–137 Moreover lepto-quark models
induce tree-level transition in b→ s`+`− processes and would therefore escape con-
straints from B0s −B0s mixing, where they would contribute only at the loop level.
On the other hand direct searches144–150 already severely constrain some of these
models and more are expected to be challenged in the near future.
6. Search for light and weakly coupled particles in rare b decays
The lack of any evidence for new particles in LHC collisions has rekindled the
interest in hidden sector theories (see for example Ref. 151) In contrast to most
SM extensions, these theories postulate that dark matter particles do not carry
SM charges and couple only feebly to the SM particles. Hidden sector particles
are singlet states under the SM gauge interactions and couple very feebly to the
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SM particles. The couplings arise via mixing of the hidden-sector field with a SM
“portal” operator.
In general, the renormalisable portals with lower dimension in the SM can be
classified as follows:
Portal Coupling
Dark Photon, Aµ − 2 cos θW F ′µνBµν
Dark Higgs, S (µS + λS2)H†H
Axion, a afaFµν F˜
µν , afaGi,µνG˜
µν
i
Sterile Neutrino, N yNLHN
where F ′µν is the field strength for the dark photon, which couples to the hypercharge
field, Bµν ; S is a new scalar singlet that couples to the Higgs doublet, H, with
dimensionless and dimensional couplings, λ and µ; a is a pseudoscalar axion that
couples to a dimension-4 diphoton or digluon operator; and N is a new neutral
fermion that couples to one of the left-handed doublets of the SM and the Higgs
field with a Yukawa coupling yN .
A lively and broad experimental activity to search for hidden sector particles is
currently taking place worldwide (for a review see Ref. 152). Several experimental
technique are considered depending on the mass range of the hidden particles and
related mediators. Decays of b hadrons are a unique probe for dark-sector models
with particles at the GeV mass scale. In particular FCNC transitions as b→ s`+`−
can be sensitive to light scalar (χ) or pseudo-scalar (a) mediators via the process
b→ sχ, with χ→ `+`−.
The LHCb experiment has published a search for a light scalar or pseudo-scalar
particle χ produced in the decays B0 → K∗0χ, K0∗ → K+pi− and χ→ µ+µ− and
B+ → K+χ, χ → µ+µ−, by looking at peaks in the dimuon invariant mass. The
analyses were both based on the full Run 1 dataset, 3 fb−1 .153,154 In both cases no
signal has been observed and upper limits on the branching fraction have been set
as a function of the mass and the lifetime of the light hidden mediator. These limits
are of the order of 10−9 for lifetimes less than 100 ps and for mµµ < 4.5 GeV.
7. Conclusions
With the discovery of the Higgs boson with a mass of 125 GeV and with the ab-
sence of unambiguous signal of NP in direct searches at the LHC, our concept of
naturalness is currently under pressure. Perhaps NP is at a mass scale much higher
than that directly accessible at present colliders and can be detected only via mea-
suring deviations in precision measurements with respect to SM predictions, or it is
below the EW scale, couples very weakly to the SM world and so far escaped detec-
tion. FCNC b-hadron decays are an excellent probe for exploring both directions.
A wealth of experimental measurements and theoretical computations in the last
decade allowed the flavor community to test the CKM paradigm with unprecedented
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precision.
Everywhere an excellent agreement with the SM expectations has been found
except for a set of intriguing anomalies observed in the measurements of branching
fractions, ratios of branching fractions and angular distributions in FCNC b →
s`+`− transitions and ratios of branching fractions in b→ cτ/µν transitions.
Several correlated analyses of these anomalies have been performed in order to
identify a possible universal NP contribution that could provide a coherent descrip-
tion of the data and this activity will surely continue in the future.
From the experimental point of view, the data already collected by the LHC
experiments during Run 2 will allow to reduce significantly the uncertainty of all
the measurements contributing ot the anomalies, that are currently statistically
limited, and increase (or decrease) the tension with the SM predictions. Moreover
Belle II is expected to start data taking with its full detector in 2018 and aims to
collect an integrated luminosity of 50 ab−1 by 2024. This will provide a dataset
that is about a factor of 50 times larger than that collected by BaBar and Belle
together and will open the possibility to confirm (or disprove) the tensions observed
in b→ s`+`− and b→ c`ν transitions.
In the coming decade, FCNC b-hadrons decays will continue to play a central
role in testing the SM picture and in setting up new directions for model building
for NP contributions, in particular if no sign of NP will be found in direct searches
at the LHC.
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